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Rise of the Shield Hero (Japanese : 盾勇者成り上がり, Hepburn: Tate no Yasha no Nariagari) is a Japanese series of light novels written by Aneko. Originally published as A web novel on the website of the novel by Siesetsuk ni Naro, the series has since been published by Media Factory with an extended storyline with
illustrations by Seira Minami. By June 25, 2019, 22 volumes were published. The series of novels was adapted into a manga by Aya Kyu and published by Media Factory, with sixteen volumes released on July 20, 2020. The novel and manga were licensed by One Peace Books and have been published in North America
since September 2015. The 25-episode anime adaptation of the television series, produced by Kinema Citrus, aired from January to June 2019. The second season will premiere in 2021 and will be co-produced by DR Movie. A third season has also been announced. Anime series licensed in North America crunchyroll-
Funimation Plot See also: List Of Rising Shield Hero Characters Naofumi Iwatani, a tranquil Japanese youth, has been summoned to a parallel world along with three other young men from parallel universes to become cardinal heroes of the world and fight inter-dimensional hordes of monsters called Waves. Each of the
characters was accordingly equipped with its legendary equipment on call. Naofumi received the Legendary Shield, the only defensive outfit, while the other heroes received a sword, spear and bow, a weapon designed to attack. Unlike other heroes, who are fully supported by the kingdom and gain several strong allies,
Naofumi's fortune gets even worse after his only companion, shown as the princess of the kingdom, betrays him, steals all his belongings and leaves him devoid of any help and supplies after she falsely accuses him of sexually abusing her. Mocked nobility and shunned by all of his fellow Peasant Heroes, now the
cynical Naofoumi is forced to train as a hero alone, working to make ends meet while he buys from a slave trader a young dance demi-human girl named Raftia and an egg that hatches into a bird like a monster he calls Philo as a fast-growing adult. Since they do little to gain the trust and gratitude of people with their
heroic actions, Naoofumi and his comrades work together to accomplish their mission as saviors as they unravel the mystery of the waves and the reason why they pose a threat not only to their world but also to other worlds as well. Media Light novel More Info: List of Rise of the Shield Hero Volumes - Light Novel
Originally published as Web novel series has been rewritten with an extended storyline. The series is now published by Media Factory and features illustrations by Seyra Minami. By June 25, 2019, 22 volumes were published. The spin-off of the novel Reprise of the Spear Hero was licensed by One Peace Books. Manga
Additional information: Toma's list of Rise of the Shield Hero - The manga Series of Light Novels has been adapted into the manga by Aya Kyu and published by Media Factory, with sixteen volumes released as of July 20, 2020. In an interview, the manga artist said: The editors of Comic Flapper told me about the
opportunity and I happily took advantage. The novel and manga were licensed by One Peace Books and have been published in North America since September 2015. The spin-off of the comedy spin-off was released in the 61st installment of Kadokawa Dengueki Dayoh G. a four-beach comedy manga called A Day in
the Life of the Shield Hero (盾勇者とある⽇, Tate no Y'sha no to Aru 1-Nichi) was drawn by Akagashi. Anime Additional Information: The List of Rising Shield Hero episodes of the anime adaptation was announced in June 2017. The television series is produced by Kinema Citrus and directed by Takao Abo, with the
composition of the series Keigo Koyanagi, Masahiro Suva, who creates the characters, and Kevin Penkin, who composes music. The series aired from January 9 to June 26, 2019 on AT-X and other channels. It worked for 25 episodes. The first theme of the opening is RISE performed by MADKID, while the first theme
of the ending is Kimi no Namae (きみ名前) performed by Chia Fudzikawa. The second theme of the opening is FAITH performed by MADKID, and the second theme of the finale is While I'm Next to You (あたしが隣にいるうちに, Atashi ga Tonari ni Iru Uchi ni) performed by Fujikawa. For episode 4, Asami Seto sang an
insert called Falling Through Starlight as a raftalia character. Both Crunchyroll and Funimation broadcast the anime. Crunchyroll broadcast the show in both the original Japanese version and the English dub. Funimation began airing the dubbing on May 1, 2019. Originally intending to broadcast english dub at the same
time as the original Japanese, Crunchyroll announced that there would be a two-week delay in the release of the English version on May 14, the day before episode 19, The Four Cardinal Heroes, which was to be released. In 2019, the Crunchyroll Expo announced that the series would receive its second and third
seasons. In 2020, the Crunchyroll Expo announced that the premiere of the second season will take place in 2021. Masato Jinbo will replace Takao Abo as Director, while the remaining staff will reprise their roles; Kinema Citrus has now joined DR Film for the production of animation. Kadokawa producer Junichiro
Tamura announced that the wait for a third season would not be as long as waiting between the first two seasons. The Examples and Perspectives in this section relate primarily to the United States and do not represent a worldwide view on the subject. You can improve this section, discuss the issue on the discussion
page, or create a new section as needed. (October 2019) By December 2018, the series had more than 3.3 million volumes, and by January 2019, the manga had 1 million volumes of tank-onov. As of April 2019, light novels and manga have sold 6.2 million copies in Japan, after selling 1.2 million copies in two months,
mainly due to the success of the anime series. When the anime series began airing in the United States, the first episode got into controversy, and several reviewers criticized the show for its depiction of slavery, raising the issue of the apology of slavery and developing a false accusation of rape with many claiming it
was in poor taste after the Me Too movement. When the show's producer Junichiro Tamura was asked about the controversy, he replied that there was no dispute about the series in Japan, so it's hard to say. In this case, there was any controversy We will try to resolve all issues with the staff and people involved to
bring our customers the best product next time. Reviews of subsequent episodes were positive. Reviewer Theron Martin gave a B' rating for the first two episodes, saying that the series looks like it got over its initial problem hump and hopefully slide into a more enjoyable stream of history. He gave a B rating for the third
episode, stating that the series seems like it's fishing to build Naofumi more as a folk hero than the famously brazen heroes we're used to seeing in fantasy stories and that episode 3 gives the best argument to date for the possible potential of the series. Reviewer Timothy Donohoo sharply criticized the anime for
defeating the main character who seemingly never makes a mistake and for its socially controversial subtext, saying that the series got its fair share of the honorable flakka. He also described the show as just another generic isekai show, and poorly made one on it, even without what he describes as dubious elements.
He suggests that some viewers may sympathize with the main character, despite the fact that it would justify the label of the show as a non-fantasy. Raftalia was chosen as best girl at the Crunchyroll Anime Awards in 2020. Inquiries: 話題ダクファタジや超気シリズ最新刊登場ブ MFブ6ク⽉新刊、6⽉24⽇発売⽉! そして
『盾勇者成り上がり』アニメ化決定です!!!». Animeanime.jp (in Japanese). June 24, 2017. Received on May 6, 2019. 異世界で⼆度⽬⽣を受けた元勇者復讐劇を描く注⽬ダクファンタジ! (Recommended dark fantasy depicting the revenge of a former hero who got his second life in another world!) - Luster, Joseph
(December 8, 2018). Rebellion Shield hero Anime kicks off Fantasy in the second PV. Crunchyroll. Archive from the original january 28, 2019. Received on January 30, 2019. Global anime brand Crunchyroll features the inaugural slate of Crunchyroll Originals. Anime news network. February 26, 2020. Received on March
28, 2020. Crunchyroll has been co-producing more than 60 series since 2015, working directly with partners in Japan to finance the production and creation of original anime, including Rise of the Shield Hero - Funimation President: We tried to renew the deal with Crunchyroll. Anime news network. December 14, 2018.
Archive from the original dated December 16, 2018. Received on January 8, 2019. One book of the world of License Hinamatsuri, I hear Sunspot: Limit manga, Reprise Spear Hero Romanov. Anime news network. April 10, 2018. Received on February 16, 2019. Interview with Rise of the Shield Hero manga artist Aya
Kyus. Monsters and critics. April 13, 2019. Received on April 16, 2019. One Book of The World adds Rise of the Shield Hero Fantasy Novel, a manga series. Anime news network. March 30, 2015. Archive from the original dated April 1, 2015. Received on April 12, 2015. Rise of the Shield Hero Novels Get 4-Panel
Spinoff Manga. Anime news network. Received on June 30, 2020. Rebellion Shield Hero Fantasy Novels Get anime. Anime news network. June 22, 2017. Archive from the original on June 22, 2017. Received on June 22, 2017. Kadokawa announces two new anime titles, Rise of the Shield Hero, Chio's School Road
Staff. Anime news network. July 1, 2017. Archive from the original dated July 2, 2017. Received on July 2, 2017. Rise of the Shield hero Anime reveals the main cast, staff. Anime news network. August 9, 2018. Archive from the original dated August 9, 2018. Received on August 9, 2018. Rise of the Shield hero Anime 1st
promo shows the January premiere. Anime news network. September 1, 2018. Archive from the original september 1, 2018. Received on September 1, 2018. Rebellion of the anime hero of the shield, listed with 25 episodes. Anime news network. January 11, 2019. Archive from the original january 11, 2019. Received on
January 11, 2019. Rise of the Shield Hero Anime Theme Song Artists showed. Anime news network. November 25, 2018. Archive from the original dated November 26, 2018. Received on November 25, 2018. MADKID, Chiay Fujikawa perform new themed songs of the shield hero. Anime news network. February 28,
2019. Received on February 28, 2019. Rebellion Shield Hero English Dub will include alternative song inserts for Episode 4. Anime news network. January 31, 2019. Received on January 31, 2019. Crunchyroll for streaming Rise of the Shield Hero, a place farther than the anime universe. Anime news network. July 3,
2017. Archive from the original dated July 8, 2017. Received on July 3, 2017. Funimation to the stream Rise of the Shield Hero Anime, Crunchyroll announces Dub Cast. Anime news network. December 20, 2018. Archive from the original on December 20, 2018. Received on December 20, 2018. Rise of the Shield hero
English Dub debuts, future episodes debut concurrently with Japan. Anime news network. February 13, 2019. Received on February 13, 2019. - Furimation (April 30, 2019). The Rise of the Shield Hero comes to FunimationNow dubbed! Episodes 1-15 debut TODAY and new episodes will run weekly on Wednesdays at
9:30 a.m. Ct!. @FUNimation. Received on May 17, 2019. Rebellion Shield Hero shows the new English Dub release schedule. Anime. Received on June 14, 2019. The Rise of the Anime Shield hero gets another 2 seasons. Anime news network. September 1, 2019. Received on September 1, 2019. Rise of the Shield
Hero Season 2 Release Date in 2021: Tate no Yuusha but Nariagari Season 2 trailer. Monsters and critics. September 4, 2020. Received on September 4, 2020. Rise of the Shield hero Anime Season 2 premieres in 2021. Anime news network. September 4, 2020. Received on September 4, 2020. Rise of the Shield
Hero Season 3 Release Date: Tate no Yuusha but Nariagari Season 3 doesn't wait long. Monsters and critics. September 4, 2020. Received on September 4, 2020. Roundup newly revealed printed graphs for manga, light novel December 2018. Anime news network. January 1, 2019. Received on February 2, 2019.
Roundup newly identified printed graphs for manga, light Novel series - January 2019. Anime news network. February 2, 2019. Archive from the original dated February 2, 2019. Received on February 2, 2019. Komatsu, Mikikazu (April 11, 2019). The Rise of the Shield Hero Novel/Manga series printed 6.2 million copies
in Japan. Crunchyroll. Received on May 7, 2019. The exclusive clip Rise of the Shield Hero sees Naoofumi become a father. ComicBook.com. February 14, 2019. Received on May 7, 2019. Martin, Theron (January 19, 2019). Rise of the Hero Shield No. u2012 Episodes 1-2. Anime news network. Received on April 14,
2019. Rise of the Hero Shield No. u2012 Episode 3. Anime news network. January 24, 2019. Received on April 14, 2019. Timothy, Donohu. The rise of the shield hero is absurdly popular for no good reason. Kyle Cardin (January 2, 2020). Where to watch the Anime Awards nominees. Crunchyroll.com. Received on 3
September 2020. External Links Official website of the novel (in Japanese) The official site of the light novel (in Japanese) The official site of the manga (in Japanese) The official website of the anime (in English) Rise of the Shield hero (easy novel) in the encyclopedia Anime News Network derived from the rising of the
shield hero light novel. the rising of the shield hero light novel volume 1. the rising of the shield hero light novel ending. the rising of the shield hero light novel volume 8. the rising of the shield hero light novel volume 2. the rising of the shield hero light novel volume 6. the rising of the shield hero light novel volume 18. the
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